TILLAMOOK COUNTY REWITNESS # 97
SEC. COR. 312 T 3S 4N R 8
W., WM.

HISTORICAL: GLO SEE MICROFILM
Book PAGE MAPS
2 385 A-690 F-15-14

CONDITION GOOD

FOUND OSBF 1 1/2" IP WITH 3" BRASS CAP BK 2 R 385
20" HEMLOCK N. 150'E 92 LKS. G.L.O.
20" MAPLE S. 86 1/2 E 50 LKS. G.L.O.
30" CEDAR S. 90 W. 11 LKS. G.L.O.
10" CEDAR N. 30 W. 116 LKS. G.L.O.
11" HEMLOCK N. 20 E 104 Ft. BK 2 R 385
Also PD 3" X 3" X 60" W.C.P. 10' SW BK 2 R 385

REPORTED IN BK. 2 P. 385

COMMENTS:

REWITNESS

1 SET 10" CONCRETE CYLINDER AROUND FOUND OSBF 1 1/2" IRON PIPE
WITH 3" BRASS CAP.
X 60" Hat Section NORTH 15 FEET

NEW ACCESSORY:

T. 4 N R 8 W
S34 S35
S3 S2
T3 N
1957
RS 40

COMMENTS: THIS CORNER IS LOCATED 60' SOUTH
OF AN OLD CAT ROAD ON A STEEP HILLSIDE. PD STONE
ALONGSIDE CORNER.

IN THE PRESENCE OF: DAN MCMURRY ALLEN DVOVAK

DATE: 8-1-84

COUNTY CORNER TAG AFFIXED.